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Introduction

Results

• Scientists often need to record information about a landscape in order to
understand an ecosystem and estimate its conditions and characteristics.
• LiDAR, or light detection ranging, is a remote sensing method that can be used to
map densely populated areas, thick forests, rugged mountains, and all sorts of
surfaces and terrains.
• In a LiDAR, the photons that make up the lasers’ light travel towards the ground,
reflect off of surfaces, and return to the sensor where they are recorded in order to
calculate the distance traveled.
• The distribution of energy that returns to the sensor creates a 3D representation of
its surroundings with an accuracy of ± 3 cm. These point clouds contain various
characteristics that depict objects such as cars, trees, and buildings.

• The height of the Lab was determined to be 8.25 ft. using a tape measurer.
• Using the top and bottom Z coordinate points registered in the 390th frame of the
point cloud data captured by the LiDAR, the height of the room was calculated to
be 8.235 ft.

Figure 2: Surveying Labs’ Top Z Point Cloud Coordinate (In Magenta)

Research Objectives
• Set-up a Velodyne VLP-16 Puck™ LiDAR sensor to collect point cloud data.
• Validate point cloud parameter estimates to in-situ measures to verify the accuracy
of the system.
• Develop an embedded computer system that remotely collects point cloud data
from the Velodyne VLP-16 Puck™.
• Implement data extraction algorithms to the data collected from the VLP-16.

Figure 3: Surveying Labs’ Bottom Z Point Cloud Coordinate (In Magenta)

Rationale

Conclusions

• Create a mobile data collector that can be used by emergency response teams on
environments that have been severely affected by natural disasters such as
hurricanes, snow storms, flash floods and landslides.
• Obtain access to said information in a rapid and low-cost manner with the purpose
of observing the changes produced in the environment with more precision.

Methodology
• The Velodyne VLP-16 was initialized, deployed, and used to capture and process
point cloud data from UPRM’s Department of Civil Engineering and Surveying Lab.
• Point cloud data packet files were compared to on site measures in order to verify
the accuracy of the system.
• A Raspberry Pi 3 Model B running Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS and ROS Velodyne libraries
was programmed to read and store LiDAR data.
• A wireless local area network (WLAN) was established to remotely execute scripts
and monitor data collection in real time.
• Collected data was then migrated to an Alienware Aurora running a GeForce GTX
1080 Graphics Card to co-register the scans into a continuous point cloud.
• The data clouds were then processed and analyzed in order to normalize and
classify individual points using Veloview.

Table 1: Surveying Labs’ Top Z coordinate Values (Highlighted)
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Table 2: Surveying Labs’ Bottom Z coordinate Values (Highlighted)

• The Velodyne VLP-16 Puck™ was used to map the inside of the University of
Puerto Rico - Mayagüez’s Department of Civil Engineering and Surveying Lab. In
order to validate the point cloud data captured by the LiDAR, the lab was
thoroughly measured using traditional measuring techniques.
• Using the data collected by both the terrestrial configuration and the embedded
computer system, the VLP-16 Puck’s™ range accuracy was proven to be within the
advertised value of ± 3 cm.

Future Work
• Obtain a more accurate point cloud representation of a terrain, an unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV), more specifically the DJI Matrice 100, has been considered in
order to run aerial scans of an area.
• In order to carry out said objective, a 3D printed mount containing the embedded
computer system and the Velodyne VLP-16 LiDAR was designed to fit as the DJI
M100’s payload.

Figure 4: 3D printed mount installed as the DJI M100’s Payload

Figure 5: 3D mount in Onshape

Figure 6: Right View of the 3D printed mount
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Figure 1: UPRM’s Department of Civil Engineering and Surveying Lab Point Cloud Data
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